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The notion of coloring number of a graph was introduced by P. Erdo s
and A. Hajnal in [2] in order to investigate the chromatic number of
infinite graphs. For a graph G its coloring number, Col(G) is defined to be
the least cardinal } for which there is a well ordering of the vertex set in
which every vertex is joined to less than } smaller vertices. This makes it
possible to color the vertices by } colors via a straightforward transfinite
induction. The chromatic number of a graph G, Chr(G) is the least cardinal
} such that the vertex set can be colored with } colors. It is then
straightforward that the chromatic number is at most the coloring number.
But in general, it can be much smaller; there are bipartite graphs with
arbitrary large coloring number. Several statements true for the chromatic
number are true for the coloring number as well and there are numerous
examples when a natural question has a ‘‘yes’’ answer for the coloring num-
ber while it has a ‘‘no’’ answer for the chromatic number. For example,
Shelah’s Singular Cardinal Compactness Theorem states that if G is a
graph on a vertex set of some singular cardinal * and every subgraph of
smaller cardinality has coloring number + for some cardinal + then
Col(G)+ ([8]). This fails for the chromatic number ([9]). There is,
however, an interesting exception to the above general rule.
As an early application of the so called compactness principles de Bruijn
and Erdo s proved [1] that the chromatic number, if finite, is attained by
a finite subgraph. (See an excellent exposition in [3].) This essentially
reduces the theory of finite chromatic graphs to the theory of finite graphs.
In [2], however, Erdo s and Hajnal observed that this is not the case for
the coloring number: If the coloring number of every finite subgraph is at
most k<| then the coloring number of the whole graph can be as large
as 2k&2 and this is sharp. (See also [7].)
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In Theorem 1 we prove that if k is a natural number and Col(G)=k+1
then G contains a subgraph H with Col(H)=k. This was conjectured by
E. C. Milner. Notice that the statement is obvious if G is finite and so the
chromatic case is easily solved by the de BruijnErdo s theorem. We cannot
argue similarly for the coloring number in view of the above examples of
Erdo s and Hajnal. Our proof nevertheless uses compactness arguments. In
a Corollary to this Theorem we prove that if }>+ are cardinals then every
graph G with coloring number } contains a subgraph of coloring number
+ (that is, the coloring number has the Darboux property).
In our Theorem 2 we answer a question of N. Sauer. We prove that if G
is an infinite graph of cardinality * with coloring number } and < is an
arbitrary well ordering of the set of vertices then there are * points with
only less than } edges going down. This shows that by reordering the
vertices we cannot totally destroy the property witnessing Col(G)=}.
Notation: Definitions. Cardinals are identified with initial ordinals. |
is the least infinite ordinalcardinal. A graph is of the form (V, G) or simply
G where G is any set of unordered pairs (the edges) of some set V (the ver-
tex set). When we speak of subgraphs we do not necessarily mean induced
subgraphs. If < is a well ordering of V then the degree of vertex x # V is
d(G, <, x)=|[ y<x : [ y, x] # G]|. If safe, we will omit mentioning G or
<. The usual degree of x, i.e., d(<, x)+d(>, x) will be called the real
degree of x.
The coloring number of the graph G, Col(G) is the least cardinal } such
that there is a well ordering <of V such that d(G, <, x)<} holds for every
x # V. We notice that if G is a graph on n vertices with Col(G)k+1 then
the number of edges in G is at most kn.
Theorem 1. If k is finite and Col(G)=k+1 then there is a subgraph
HG such that Col(H)=k.
Proof. We start with some observations.
Claim 1. If H is a subgraph of the graph G and G&H consists of
independent edges then Col(G)Col(H)+1.
Proof of claim. Assume that Col(H)=r and < witnesses this. That is,
d(H, <, x)<r holds for every x # V. Adding the independent edges of
G&H increases the degrees only by at most one so we get d(G, <, x)r,
that is, the same well ordering witnesses Col(G)r+1. K
Claim 2. If H is a subgraph of G, the real degrees of G&H are bounded
and Col(H)<Col(G), then there is a subgraph G$G with Col(G$)=
Col(G)&1.
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Proof of claim. A graph which has bounded real degrees is the union
of finitely many subgraphs, each being an independent set of edges:
G&H=E1 _ } } } _ Et . Now Col(G)Col(G&E1)Col(G&E1&E2)
 } } } Col(H). There must be a first place with the inequality proper, and
there, by Claim 1, the coloring number can only decrease to Col(G)&1. K
Towards proving the Theorem assume that G is a graph with
Col(G)=k+1, < is a well ordering witnessing this, so d(G, <, x)k
holds for every x # V, and A=[x # V : d(G, <, x)=k]. Clearly, A is non-
empty. For x # A set 1(x)=[ y<x : [ y, x] # G], for BA, 1[B]=
 [1(x) : x # B].
We now consider the question if there exists a function f : A  V satis-
fying f (x) # 1(x)(x # A) and | f &1( y)|k( y # V). By the selection principle
of Rado (see [3]) such a function exists iff it exists for every finite subset
of A. For a finite A$A such an f exists iff |1[B]||B|k holds for every
subset BA$, by a version of Hall’s theorem. We get therefore that such
an f : A  V exists iff this holds for every finite BA.
Assume first that there is a function f as above. Set K=
[[ f (x), x] : x # A], H=G&K. Then, the real degree of every vertex in K
is at most k+1 and Col(H)k as we removed a down going edge from
every vertex in A. We can now apply Claim 2 and get a subgraph G$G
with Col(G$)=k.
Assume finally that 1[B]<|B|k holds for some finite BA. We claim
that G restricted to B _ 1[B] has coloring number k+1. This done, as it
is a finite graph we can easily find a subgraph of coloring number k directly
or using Claim 2 with H=<. To prove the claim, we first argue that
as BA the number of edges in this graph is at least k|B|. If the
coloring number is at most k then the number of edges is at most
(k&1)( |B|+|1[B]| ) so we get
k |B|(k&1)( |B|+|1[B]| )<(k&1) \ |B|+ |B|k + ,
a contradiction.
Corollary. If +2 is a cardinal, G a graph with coloring number at
least + then G has a subgraph H with Col(H)=+.
Proof. Assume first that + is finite. If Col(G) is finite then we use
Theorem 1. If Col(G) is infinite or just at least 2+&2 then by the Erdo s
Hajnal theorem quoted in the Introduction there is a finite subgraph of
coloring number at least +. Removing the edges one by one one gets a
subgraph of coloring number +.
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If +=| then again, there are finite subgraphs with arbitrary high
coloring number. We can as well assume that these finite subgraphs are
vertex disjoint. Now their union is of countable coloring number.
Assume now that + is uncountable and Col(G)++. We can assume
that |V|=} and every subgraph of G of cardinal <} has coloring number
at most +. For simplicity we assume that V=}. By Shelah’s Singular
Cardinal Compactness Theorem } is regular. By a useful lemma (see e.g.,
Lemma 1.4. in [6]) the set A=[:<} : d(G, <, :)+] is stationary and
on the other hand if it is stationary then Col(G)>+ necessarily holds.
Assume first that +={+ is a successor cardinal. Define HG as follows.
For :  A let d(H, <, :)=0. For : # A select { edges going down from :,
that is, make d(H, <, :)={. Now, < witnesses Col(H)+, by the Lemma
quoted Col(H)>{ so we get Col(H)=+.
Assume finally that + is a limit cardinal and let [+i : i<*] be a cofinal
set of cardinals in +. By Solovay’s decomposition theorem there are disjoint
stationary sets Ai A(i<*). Similarly to the above construction let HG
be a subgraph with the following properties. For :  [Ai : i<*] let
d(H, <, :)=0. For : # Ai set d(H, <, :)=+i . Again, < witnesses Col(H)
+ and the ‘‘useful’’ Lemma mentioned above shows that Col(H)
sup[+i : i<*]=+. K
Theorem 2. Assume that (V, G) is a graph with |V|=* infinite and
Col(G)=}. Let < be an arbitrary well ordering of V. Then d(<, x)<}
holds for * many vertices x # V.
Proof. Assume that on the contrary |A|<* where A=[x # V :
d(<, x)<}]. Let R be a well ordering of V witnessing Col(G)=}; so
d(R , x)<} for every x # V. By a theorem of Erdo sHajnal [2] we can
assume that the order type of R is *.
Case 1. * is a regular cardinal.
In this case A is bounded in the ordered set (V, R ). Pick x0 # V larger
than every element of A. As specifically x0  A, d(R , x0)<}d(<, x0)
holds, so there is an edge [x0 , x1] going up in (V, R ) and going down in
(V, <). As x1 rx0 , x1  A, so again we can select x2 with [x1 , x2] an
edge, x2<x1 , x2 rx1 . Continuing this process we get an infinite path
[x0 , x1 , ...] which is increasing by R and decreasing by <. But this latter
property contradicts the well orderedness of (V, <).
Case 2. * is a singular cardinal.
We first remark that the case *=} is obvious as then A contains the first
* elements of (V, <) so it is necessarily a set of cardinality *. Assume there-
fore that }<*. Choose a regular cardinal +<* which is larger than |A|, }.
We are going to apply a Skolem type closure argument. Let AB0 V be
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an arbitrary set of cardinality +. By mathematical induction on n=0, 1, ...
if Bn is defined let Bn+1 $Bn be a set of cardinality + with the property
that if x # Bn has d(G, <, x)} then there are at least } points witnessing
this in Bn+1. If we now set B=B0 _ B1 _ } } } then we get a graph H, the
restriction of G to B with the properties that |H|=+ is regular, Col(H)},
and in some well ordering (the restriction of < to B) all but <+ vertices
have degree at least }. But this contradicts the already proven Case 1. K
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